
SMART CLEANER CS-LC
End face cleaner for CS® and LC connectors

www.senko.com

750 cleanings & refillable

Multi-function tip Convenient cap holder and lanyard

DATA SHEET

Refill: SCK-SS-CS-R

Key

Spines

Cleaner: SCK-SS-CS

Key enables cleaning for both 
LC and CS connectors

Dual spines for high stability
while cleaning

Duplex connector compatibility

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 25.0 cm (9.8 in)

Width: 3.0 com (1.2 in)

Height: 4.0 cm (2.0 in)

Weigth: 57 g (2 oz)

FEATURES:
• Cleans 750 end faces

• Cleans both LC and CS® connectors in adapters and unmated  
 assemblies. 

• Key features of cleaning tip open most internal shutter 
 LC adapters 

• RoHS and REACH compliant with no shelf life or restrictions on  
 storage or shipments

• Works for UPC and APC polished end faces. 

• Using the replacement refill cartridges for reducing cost 
 per clean

• Refills are sold 3 to a box

• Cleaner locks up at end of life to alert operator

Cleaner:  SCK-SS-CS

 Refill:   SCK-SS-CS-R

CABLE ASSEMBLY NETWORK EQUIPMENT FIELD INSTALLATIONS ENGINEERING & RESEARCH 
LABS 



Cleaning for LC connectors

Cleaning for CS duplex connectors

Adapter LC End Face Cleaning

Adapter CS Duplex 
End Face Cleaning

Unmated CS Duplex 
End Face Cleaning

Unmated LC End Face Cleaning

Refill replacement:

1. Place the white end cap into the handle. 
2. Insert the cleaner into the adapter port and push forward 1X to clean the end face.

1. Place the white end cap into the handle. 
2. Turn the key 90˚ and insert into the port and push 1X to clean the end face.  
3. Turn the key 180˚ and insert into the port and push 1X to clean the end face

1. Open the lid on the white end cap. 
2. Insert into the CS duplex connector and push cleaner forward 1x to clean the end face.
3. Turn the key 180˚ then insert into the CS duplex connector and push cleaner forward 1x to clean the end face.

1. Open the lid on the white end cap. 
2. Insert into the LC connector and push cleaner forward 1x to clean the end face.

1. Rotate the orange handle to align the two arrows to go into “Lock Mode”.

2. Hold the orange handle stationary and pull back on the gray cleaning cartridge

3. Place the replacement cartridge into the orange handle. Make sure to align the gray bump into the slots  
 of the white mounting ears in the handle.
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